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Ab initio alulations for the giant magnetoresistane (GMR) in Co/Cu, Fe/Cr, and Fe/Au mul-

tilayers are presented. The eletroni struture of the multilayers and the sattering potentials of

point defets therein are alulated self-onsistently. Residual resistivities are obtained by solving

the quasi-lassial Boltzmann equation inluding the eletroni struture of the layered system, the

anisotropi sattering ross setions derived by a Green's funtion method and the vertex orre-

tions. Furthermore, the in�uene of sattering enters at the interfaes and within the metalli layers

is inorporated by averaging the sattering ross setions of di�erent impurities at various sites. An

exellent agreement of experimental and theoretial results onerning the general trend of GMR

in Co/Cu systems depending on the type and the position of impurities is obtained. Due to the

quantum on�nement in magneti multilayers GMR an be tailored as a funtion of the impurity

position. In Co/Cu and Fe/Au systems impurities in the magneti layer lead to high GMR values,

whereas in Fe/Cr systems defets at the interfaes are most e�ient to inrease GMR.

PACS numbers: 73.63.-b,75.70.Cn,75.30.Et,71.15.Mb

INTRODUCTION

A large number of experimental and theoretial inves-

tigations was initiated by the disovery of giant magne-

toresistane (GMR) in magneti multilayers [1, 2℄ to elu-

idate the mirosopi origin of the phenomenon. Several

authors have shown [3, 4℄ that GMR in magneti multi-

layers is strongly in�uened by hanges in the eletroni

struture, espeially the Fermi veloities, of the system

in dependene on the relative magnetization alignment

in adjaent layers. In realisti samples, however, spin-

dependent sattering is onsidered to ause GMR. The

e�ort to tailor GMR systems with high rates was aom-

panied by a variety of experiments [5, 6℄ and alulations

[7, 8, 9℄ whih investigated the in�uene of dusting and

doping by impurities. Agreement was reahed onerning

the dominant role of interfae sattering [5℄. The results

of Marrows et al. [6℄, however, demonstrated the strong

dependene of GMR on the position of the impurities

with respet to the interfaes and on the valene di�er-

ene between impurity and host. The aim of this paper

is to present ab initio alulations for the sattering ross

setions and resulting GMR ratios in dependene on de-

fet material and position for the standard systems of

magnetoeletronis Co/Cu and Fe/Cr. In addition, the

system Fe/Au was investigated beause the system shows

a high interfae quality [10℄ and the strutural properties

should be losest in experiment and theory. The in�u-

ene of defets on interlayer exhange oupling in Fe/Au

was investigated earlier [11℄.

METHOD

All alulations are performed within the framework

of density funtional theory in loal spin density approx-

imation applying the Sreened KKR (Korringa-Kohn-

Rostoker) Green's funtion method [12℄. We have hosen

a multilayer geometry in the so-alled �rst antiferromag-

neti (AF) maximum of interlayer exhange oupling for

the Co/Cu system onsisting of 9 monolayers (ML) Co

separated by 7 ML Cu, denoted as Co9Cu7. The stru-

ture of the superlattie was assumed to be an f lattie

with a lattie onstant of 6.76 a.u. grown in (001) dire-

tion. Eah atomi plane is represented by one atom in

the prolonged unit ell with 32 atoms. A similar on�g-

uration was hosen for Fe/Cr and a perfet b staking

in (001) diretion with a lattie onstant of 5:50a:u:was

assumed. This is samewhat larger than the lattie on-

stant of Fe and Cr, but provides the orret magneti

order within the LDA and the atomi sphere approxima-

tion for the potentials [13℄. The Fe/Cr system onsists of

9 ML Fe and 9 ML Cr whih possesses an AF ground state

on�rmed by alulation and experiment [10℄. Strutural

relaxations at the interfaes were negleted. Despite of

the AF order the Cr layer will be refered to as the non-

magneti layer in the system, to use the same notation

as for the other system under onsideration. We onsider

Fe/Au multilayers with the same strutural data reported

by the experiments [10℄ that is a strutural b-f transi-

tion. The lattie onstant for Fe is abcc = 5:4163a:u:, and

for Au afcc =
p
2abcc. The thikness of 9 ML of the Au

layer was hosen in aordane with the experimentally

obtained interlayer exhange oupling strength whih fa-

vors an antiparallel oupling for this Au thikness.

The self-onsistent eletroni struture of the ideal

host, without any impurities, is desribed by the one-

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0504634v1
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partile Green's-funtion, whose strutural part

�G nn
0

L L 0(E )

is expanded into a site and angular-momentum basis [14℄.

The new aspet for superlatties is that we onsider

a lattie with a basis. The index n is now a shorthand

notation for lattie vetor R N and basis vetor ri of the

atoms in the unit ell. To simulate a substitutional point

defet one atom in the lattie is replaed by another. The

site index of the impurity position is denoted by �.

The impurity Green's funtion G nn
0

L L 0(E ) of the multi-

layer inluding an impurity atom at a de�ned position is

obtained by the solution of an algebrai Dyson equation

[14℄

G
nn

0

L L 0(E )= �G
nn

0

L L 0(E )+

X

n00L 00

�G
nn

00

L L 00(E )�t
n
00

L 00(E )G
n
00
n
0

L 00L 0(E ):

(1)

The n00-summation involves all sites in the viinity of the

site �for whih the di�erenes of the single site t-matries

�tn
00

L 00 = tn
00

L 00 � �t
n
00

L 00 of the multilayer with and without de-

fet are signi�ant. The single site t-matries are derived

from the angular-momentum dependent sattering phase

shifts of the potentials in atomi sphere approximation

(ASA). The di�erenes �tn
L
haraterize the potential

perturbation aused by the defet. In the alulations

we take into aount angular momenta lm ax � 3. We al-

low for potential perturbations up to the seond atomi

shell around the impurity atom. Charge multipoles up to

lm ax = 6 are taken into aount. Sine the systems un-

der onsideration are magneti all properties mentioned

above depend also on spin quantum numbers �= ";# for

majority and minority eletrons, respetively.

Using the impurity Green funtion, the self-

onsistently alulated potential perturbation and the

wave funtion oe�ients of the superlattie Bloh states

we derive the mirosopi spin-onserving transition

probability P
�
kk0

for elasti, that is on-shell-sattering of

a Bloh wave k into a perturbed Bloh wave k0. k is now

a shorthand notation for the wave vetor k and band in-

dex �, � denotes the spin quantum number [15, 16℄. The

transition probability is given by Fermi's golden rule

P
��
kk0 = 2�cN jT

�
kk0j

2
�(E

�
k � E

�
k0): (2)

The formalism is restrited to dilute alloys sine we as-

sume a linear dependene with the number of defets

cN . Furthermore, spin-orbit oupling and the resulting

spin-�ip proesses are negleted by the non-relativisti

sheme.

The transition matrix elements T �
kk0

for the sattering

of Bloh eletrons by an impurity luster embedded in

an otherwise ideal translational invariant multilayer are

given by [16, 17℄

T
�
kk0 =

1

V

X

L L 0nn0

C
n
L (k;�)T

nn
0

L L 0C
n
0

L 0(k
0
;�): (3)

C n
L
(k;�) are the expansion oe�ients for the superlat-

tie wave funtion in an angular momentum basis. V

denotes the total rystal volume. Using spherial poten-

tials (ASA) the matrix elements T nn
0

L L 0 are derived from

the strutural Green's funtion matrix elements G nn
0

L L 0 of

the perturbed system and the potential perturbation �tn
l

[17, 18, 19℄.

Summation over all �nal states leads to the spin and

state dependent relaxation time

1

��
k
(�)

=

X

k0

P
�
kk0(�) (4)

whih depends on spin �, Bloh state k and im-

purity position r� in the superlattie. The k and

spin-dependene of the sattering rates is treated fully

quantum-mehanially without adjustable parameter.

The dependene on the e�et position is involved by

the impliit dependene of the impurity Green's funtion

G nn
0

L L 0 on the r� . Up to this point we onsider a dilute

alloy of impurity atoms all of them oupying a hosen

site � in the unit ell. That is, the alloying is restrited

to ertain atomi planes in the multilayer. These planes

orrespond to the impurity �-layers experimentally inves-

tigated by Marrows and Hikey [6℄.

The ondutivity is alulated by solving the quasi-

lassial Boltzmann equation [16℄. Thus, the vetor mean

free paths are obtained by

�
�
k(�)= �

�
k (�)

"

v
�
k +

X

k0

P
�
kk0(�)�

�
k0(�)

#

: (5)

This inludes besides to the anisotropi relaxation times

as the seond term on the r.h.s the omputational de-

manding sattering-in term (vertex orretions) whih

ompletes the desription of impurity sattering [16, 20℄.

The band struture is inluded via Fermi veloities v
�
k

and the k0 summation over all states on the anisotropi

Fermi surfae. The impurity sattering enters via the

relaxation times ��
k
(�) and the mirosopi transition

probabilities P �
kk0

(�). Eq. (5) is solved iteratively to de-

termine the vetor mean free path �
�
k
(�)of an eletron

with spin � in a state k. To our knowledge, up to now

the semi-lassial alulations of the GMR have been

mostly performed within relaxation time approximation

only [8, 9, 21, 22, 23, 24℄ , whih neglets the sattering-in

term. Zhang and Butler proposed a simpli�ed method to

inlude the vertex orretions by renormalization of the

eletron life times using an adjustable parameter [25℄.

The deviation of the relaxation time approximation in

omparison with the solution inluding the vertex or-

retions are disussed in Fig. 2.

Based on the solution of Eq. (5) the spin-dependent

ondutivity tensor ��(�) is given by a Fermi surfae

integral [16℄

�
�
(�)=

e2

V

X

k

�(E
�
k � E F )�

�
k(�)� v

�
k : (6)
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FIG. 1: Condutivity of C o9=C u7, F e9=C r7, and F e9=Au7 for P and AP alignment in dependene on the position of 'self'

impurities, respetively; a,,e) Assuming sattering at the inserted �-layer only, b,d,f) assuming �-layer sattering (50% ) and

interfae sattering (50% )

With Mott's two urrent model [26℄ the total ondutiv-

ity �(�) = � "(�)+ � #(�) is obtained by spin summa-

tion. The CIP resistivity is obtained by the inverse of

the CIP ondutivity due to the diagonal struture of

the ondutivity tensor for the tetragonal systems under

onsideration

�(�)=
1

�"(�)+ � #(�)
: (7)

To desribe the existene of an overall distribution of

impurities in the multilayer the transition probabilities

of the di�erent �-layers have to be superimposed. Fol-

lowing this idea, layer-dependent relaxation times ��
k
(�)

are added

1

��
k

=

X

�

x(�)

��
k
(�)

; (8)

inluding weighting fators x(�)that aount for the rel-

ative onentration of defets at the orresponding posi-

tions � in the unit ell.

The most driving aspet of magneti multilayers is the

drasti hange of the ondutivity � as a funtion of the

relative orientation of the magneti layer moments, par-

allel (P) or anti-parallel (AP). The relative hange de�nes

the GMR ratio

G M R(�)=
�P (�)

�A P (�)
� 1 . (9)

CONDUCTIVITY AND QUANTUM WELL

STATES

We onsider the multilayers desribed above and in-

vestigate the sattering properties of impurities of the

nonmagneti omponent in the magneti layers and vie

versa.

The analysis of the transport oe�ients is foused on

the urrent-in-plane (CIP) geometry. The total CIP-

ondutivities normalized to the defet onentration c

aused by impurities of the magneti material at di�er-

ent positions in the nonmagneti layer and nonmagneti

0,8
1

1,2

1,4

1,6

1,8

min.
maj.

ρ ||0 /ρ
||

Sc Ti V CrMnFe Co Ni CuZn

FIG. 2: In�uene of vertex orretions: Dependene of the

spin dependent resistivity for C o9=C u7 multilayers on 3d im-

purities at the interfae position of the magneti layer �k al-

ulated inluding vertex orretions and ��k without

defets in the magneti layer are shown for all onsidered

systems in Fig. 1a,,e), respetively, for both on�gura-

tions of the magnetization diretions (P, AP). The on-

dutivity di�ers by orders of magnitude as a funtion of

impurity position (keep in mind the logarithmi sale).

The largest values our for impurity positions where the

quantum on�nement produes many Bloh states with

low probability amplitude. The eigenstates show strong

quantum on�nement due to the superlattie potential.

That is, the probability amplitude is modulated by the

layered struture and an even tend to zero at parti-

ular sites of the superell [8, 24℄. The onsideration of

additional interfae sattering in Fig. 1 b,d,f) will be dis-

ussed below.

The in�uene of vertex orretions is quanti�ed in

Fig. 2. For di�erent defets at the Co interfae position

in Co/Cu the deviation of the resistivity �k alulated

inluding vertex orretions in Eq. (5) and without (��k)

are shown for both spin bands. In the minority hannel

(upwards triangles) the deviations are of the order of few

perent (exept for Cr). In the majority hannel the ver-

tex orretions are large for defets where sp-sattering

dominates. This is the ase for impurities with a similar

eletroni struture like the host, at least for this spin
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diretion. For S, Ti, V, and Cr with an opposite mag-

neti moment with respet to Co and a dominating sd

sattering the vertex orretions are small as for the mi-

nority spin diretion. Summarizing, one an state, that

the variations of the resistivity by inorporation of the

vertex orretions in the solution of the Boltzmann equa-

tion are less than 20% and do not hange the qualitative

behaviour of GMR. The neglet of vertex orretions may

hange the results quantitatively, but the general trend

is onserved.

To analyze the in�uene of the quantum on�nement

on the harater of the eigenstates a lassi�ation of the

eigenstates aording to Ref. [8℄ was performed. The dis-

tribution of the probability amplitude in the di�erent re-

gions of the multilayer was analyzed and the states are

labeld by the region with the highest averaged probabil-

ity amplitude. The eigenstates are lassi�ed in 4 types

and are labeled by quantum well states (QWS) in the

magneti layer CM (Co, Fe), QWS in the nonmagneti

layer CN (Cu, Cr, Au), interfae states CI, and extended

states CE whih have a probability amplitude of approx-

imately the same size in all regions. To emphasize the

ontribution of the di�erent lasses of eigenstates the to-

tal ondutivity (Eq. (6)) was projeted to the layers �

in the superell aording to Ref. [27℄

�
�
(�)=

e2

V

X

k

�(E
�
k � E F )v

�
k;xv

�
k;x jc

�
k(�)j

2
; (10)

with c�
k
(�) the expansion oe�ient of the Bloh eigen-

state (k, �) at the site � in the superell. The nor-

malization of the Bloh state to the unit ell yields

P

�
jc�
k
(�)j

2
= 1. In addition, the site dependent on-

dutivity ��(�)was split into the ontributions of the 4

typial lasses of eigentstates whih are shown in Fig. 3.

It is evident, that a large ontribution of the CIP on-

dutivity is arried by the QWS in the magneti and

nonmagneti layer. Espeially, in the minority hannel of

the Co/Cu system and the majority hannel of the Fe/Cr

system the ondutivity is dominated by ontributions of

the magneti quantum well states. By onsidering only

a few types of defets in the sample the ondutivity is

dominated by one spin diretion in most ases. Assuming

more types of defets and taking into aount the e�et

of self averaging this tendeny is redued.

Due to the quantum size e�ets the relaxation times

show a strong variation for the states at the Fermi level

whih determine the ondutivity. All Bloh states with

a nearly zero probability amplitude at the impurity site

undergo a weak sattering and ause extremely large re-

laxation times. The state dependent relaxation times are

distributed over several orders of magnitude, espeially

for defets inside the metalli layers (see Fig. 4). This is

a new e�et that does not our in bulk systems. The

panels show the relative amount of relaxation times �k for

the states at the Fermi level for the Co/Cu system (top
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FIG. 3: Spin-dependent, layer-projeted ondutivity of

C o9C u7, F e9C r7, and F e9Au7 for P alignment with inter-

fae defets, typial lasses are marked by grey - extended,

blak - magneti QWS (Co, Fe), white - nonmagneti QWS

(Cu, Cr, Au), and light grey interfae states.

viewgraph) and the Fe/Cr system (bottom panel). The

spin resolved histograms for Cu defets in bulk Co are

given for omparison (topmost subpanel). The remain-

ing subpanels represent relaxation times for Cu defets

in the enter of the Co layer and for Cu defets at the
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FIG. 4: histogram of spin-dependent, anisotropi relaxation

times of C o9C u7 (top panel), and F e9C r7 (bottom panel) for

P alignement, defets in the magneti layer at interfae po-

sition (bottom), enter position (middle), and defet in bulk

(top), the ontribution of typial lasses are marked by grey

- extended, blak - Co/Fe, white - Cu/Cr/Au, and light grey

- interfae states

Co/Cu interfae. The olor of the bars labels the har-

ater of the eigenstates: extended multilayer states are

shown in dark grey, QWS on�ned to the magneti layer

are shown in blak. QWS on�ned to the nonmagneti

layer are given in white, and interfae states are given

by light grey bars. For defets inside the magneti layer

the maximum of the distribution oinides with that in

the bulk material. In addition, a long tail for high values

ours aused by states whih have a small probability

amplitude at the defet position, e.g. quantum well states

in the nonmagneti layer or interfae states. This is best

seen in the middle subpanel for Cr defets in the enter

of the Fe layer for the Fe/Cr multilayer. Quantum well

states on�ned to the Fe layer have a large probability

amplitude at the defet position and as a result smaller

relaxation times than in the bulk system. Interfae states

with a tail penetrating the Fe layer are sattered on an

intermediate level and Cr quantum well states with the

lowest probability amplitude at the defet position are

sattered weakly.

The states with large relaxation times although not nu-

merous are highly onduting and nearly provoke a short

iruit. This is the ase for Co impurities in the Cu layer

for the Co/Cu multilayer, ompare Fig. 4, top panel, and

for Fe defets in the Au layer for the Fe/Au system. This

e�et is mainly obtained for impurities in the enter of

the layers and is related to the fat that in-plane trans-

port is mostly driven by quantum well states [8℄. This

peuliar behavior of ondutivity is in agreement with

the results of Blaas et al. [9℄ who found higher resistivi-

ties for Co/Cu multilayers with interdi�usion restrited

to the interfae layers than for alloying with Cu atoms in

the Co layers.

For omparison with experiments we have to mention

that the large absolute values would hardly be obtained

experimentally sine they orrespond to idealized sam-

ples with perfetly �at interfaes and defets at well de-

�ned positions in the superlattie. As soon as we on-

sider an overall distribution of defets in the multilayer

the highly onduting hannels are suppressed. The gen-

eral trend, however, survives. This phenomenon of highly

onduting eletrons on�ned to one layer of a multilayer

struture is alled eletron wave guide or hanneling ef-

fet [24, 28℄ and was also experimentally veri�ed [29℄.

Strutural investigations of Co/Cu multilayers on an

atomi sale [30, 31℄ gave evidene that most of the stru-

tural imperfetions appear next to the interfaes. To in-

vestigate the in�uene of more than one type of sattering

enters in one sample a simpli�ed defet distribution was

assumed. In addition to the spei� �-layer defets of

the magneti layer material in the nonmagneti interfae

atomi layer and defets from the nonmagneti material

in the magneti interfae layer are onsidered to simulate

an intermixed region at the interfae. For the onentra-

tion weights x(�)entering Eq. (8) we hoose 25% for de-

fets in both of the interfae layer and 50% for defets in

the �-layer and the resulting ondutivities are shown in

Fig. 1(b),(d),(f), respetively. First, an overall redution

of the resistivities is obtained, aused by the distribution

of defets at di�erent positions and the resulting higher

probability that also quantum well states are sattered at

one or the other type of defet. Aording to Eq. (8) the

defet with the highest sattering rate 1=�k dominates

the total relaxation time �k.
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FIG. 5: Dependene of GMR in C o9=C u7, F e9=C r7, and F e9=Au7on the position of 'self' impurities. a-) Assuming sattering

at the inserted �-layer only, d-f) assuming �-layer sattering (50% ) and interfae sattering (50% ). The thin dashed lines marks

the GMR ratio assuming interfae impurities only, and the thik dashed line gives the GMR assuming isotropi relaxation

times. the inset in panel (d) shows the experimental result from Ref. [6℄

GIANT MAGNETORESISTANCE

The GMR ratios derived from the ondutivities in

Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 5. Assuming sattering enters

in the �-layer only (Fig. 5 (a),(),(e)) huge GMR ratios

are obtained espeially for Cu defets in the Co layer.

Introduing additional interfae sattering with a weight

of 50% auses strongly redued values (Fig. 5(b),(d),(f).

The thin dashed line in the lower panels of Fig. 5 is the

GMR ratio aused by interfae sattering. This value

would orrespond to the referene value in the experi-

ments of Marrows and Hikey without �-layer [6℄. The

thik dashed line in Fig. 5 gives the GMR value obtained

with the assumption of a onstant relaxation time with-

out any spin or state dependene (intrinsi GMR). In

omparison to this ase of isotropi sattering the inser-

tion of an additional �-layer inreases GMR, mostly at

the interfaes.

Comparing the trend of GMR an exellent agreement

with the experiment (inset in Fig. 5) is obtained for the

Co/Cu system. To our knowledge, up to now similar ex-

perimental investigations of the GMR dependene on the

defets position are not available for Fe/Cr multilayers.

The importane of the interfae sattering to obtain a

large GMR e�et in Fe/Cr was pointed out by several

authors [32, 33, 34℄. The weighting fators for the dif-

ferent sattering mehanisms are derived from the stru-

tural investigations by Davies et al. [32℄. We hoose 0:45

for Cr defets in the Fe interfae atomi layers and 0:05

for Fe defets in the Cr interfae layer. The ontribution

from the �-layer is �xed to 0:5as in the ase of the Co/Cu

multilayer. The most striking feature in omparison to

Co/Cu is the redution of the GMR ratio by introduing

Cr defets in the Fe layers as shown in Fig. 5b) and e).

We still have to mention, that the alulated values

are two orders of magnitude larger than the experimen-

tal ones. The reason is the restrition to substitutional

point defets. In addition to these muh more sat-

tering mehanisms are ative in real samples. Assum-

ing self-averaging the results ould be orreted towards

the experimental ones by an additional spin- and state-

independent relaxation time � (thik dashed line in �g.

2d-f) [8℄.

In ontrast to Ref. [35℄ the present results were ob-

tained assuming the above desribed impurity distribu-

tion only and are foussed on the impurity sattering

rates only. Another di�erene to the experimental setup

in Ref. [36℄ is the onsidered geometry. The experi-

mentally investigated samples have been Co/Cu/Co spin

valves grown on a bu�er layer and proteted by a ap

layer. As a onsequene the GMR ratios are nearly sym-

metri as a funtion of the impurity position in the Cu

layer but asymmetri for defets in the Co layer. The

alulations are performed in superell geometry whih

is re�eted in the symmetry of the results with respet to

the defet position in both layers, Cu and Co. A possi-

ble in�uene of superlattie e�ets in metalli multilayers

was shown to be negligible [37℄.

Fig. 6 ompiles the trend of GMR aused by 3d-

,4s- (left olumn) and 4d-,5s-transition metal impurities
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FIG. 6: Dependene of the GMR on the impurity �-layer

doped with di�erent transition and sp-metals and the position

in the in C o9=C u7(top panel), F e9=C r7(middle panel), and

F e9=Au7(lower panel); the label of eah subpanel denotes the

layer where the �-layer is inserted; losed symbols: positions

in the enter, and open symbols mark the interfae positions

(right olumn) as a funtion of position in the magneti

layer. The CIP-GMR ratios are given for the orrespond-

ing defets in the middle of the magneti and nonmag-

neti layer, respetively, marked by the losed symbols.

The open symbols orrespond to a position of the �-layer

at the interfae. The horizontal dashed lines indiate the

ase of interfae sattering only. This means we onsider

a �-layer of the magneti material in the nonmagneti

interfae atomi layer and vie versa. The thik dashed

lines give the results assuming a spin and state indepen-

dent relaxation time.

In a previous work [8℄ we used a simpli�ed model to de-

sribe the sattering. We assumed �-peak like potential

perturbations haraterized by a spin-dependent satter-

ing strength t
�
. Comparing with these results one an

state the following. The reader should note that the or-

der of Co and Cu in Fig. 2 in ref. [8℄ is reversed in om-

parison to Fig. 5a) and d) of this work. The insertion of a

�-layer in the Co layer enhanes the GMR in omparison

to the undoped ase in both models. The di�erenes of

the results are aused by the approximation used for the

sattering strength. In this work the sattering poten-

tials were determined self onsistently also for a region

around the defets. Evaluating Eq. (3) the Born series

expansion of the sattering operator T in terms of the

single site t-matrix and all multiple sattering ontribu-

tions are inluded ompletely.

Comparing the in�uene of 3d defets at the interfae

with that aused by an ordered interfae alloy [38℄ a sim-

ilar trend for the GMR is obtained. One should ompare

Fig. 5 (left olumn) in ref. [38℄ and the GMR values for

the position x = 0 of the �-layer in Fig. 6. For the lighter

3d elements up to Mn the GMR is lowered with the in-

terfae alloy, whereas for heavier elements the GMR is

maintained or even inreased.

All the alulations are arried out for the limit of low

defet onentration. That means the sattering at dif-

ferent defets is treated independently. For a typial on-

entration of 1% we obtain an imaginary part of the self

energy of the order of 10�3 eV . This is small in ompar-

ison with the typial band width in the transition met-

als. In ontrast to the work of Tsymbal et al. [39℄ the

ontributions to the ondutivity arising from interband

transitions are expeted to be small.

SUMMARY

In onlusion, the self-onsistent alulation of the

sattering properties and the improved treatment of the

Boltzmann transport equation inluding vertex orre-

tions provide a powerful tool for a omprehensive theo-

retial desription and a helpful insight into the miro-

sopi proesses of CIP-GMR. The experimentally found

trends onerning the doping with various materials at

di�erent positions in the magneti multilayer ould be

well reprodued whih means that spin-dependent impu-

rity sattering is the most important soure of GMR. The

theoretial results show furthermore that interfae sat-

tering aused by intermixing plays a ruial role and has

to be taken into aount in any system under onsidera-

tion. Seletive doping of the multilayer with impurities in

spei� positions auses variations of GMR whih ould

be well understood by the modulation of spin-dependent

sattering due to quantum on�nement in the layered

system and by the spin anisotropy �.
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